The equation describing scattering of a fast ion by a E-shell electron, ihv 881/BZ = exp ( 
I. INTRODUCTION In this paper we extend a method proposed by one of us' to complete the sequence of improved approximations, i.e. , Born, Glauber, ' and Cheshire. ' The method is applied to K-shell ionization and gives an improved fit to the data4 when applied in lowest order to the energy region where Zze'/hv&1. We are at present engaged in calculating higher-order corrections, the results of which will be presented in later work.
A fundamental problem in scattering theory is that of scattering from bound systems. Recent experimental work on &-shell ionization by fast ions provides a beautiful testing ground for approximation schemes' since by varying the projectile charge one can effectively explore the Born series. Furthermore -o(l zl ').
( 24) and the integral in Eq. (16) would exist.
Here we use a convenient notation
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We must now proceed with a little care. If
(p'+2icZ" px -c'S"') 't'
we may correctly write
On the other hand, if cZ" &p,
The reason is that the I p+icZ" I is a, two-branched function. Which sheet u)e arrive at from analyti cally continuing from the inequality of Eq. (34) to Eq. (3t)) depends on the sign of x. That we must analytically continue the square root of course goes back to our use of the shift operator when we assumed our function I R -rl was infinitely differentiable. However, once having realized this, it is straightforward to proceed, and in particular we derive tcZ" t a,(q, cS")=4m dp pj, (q, p)I1 - (1 - 
We can now make use of all the work that has been done on the Cheshire approximation. We write, introducing a "dummy" angular c dependence,
Cxcos[qcZ" (1- compare them with the available experimental results for alpha and deuteron scattering from sodium, chlorine, calcium, titanium, and copper.
The first thing to note is that in the region c &1 there is quite a paucity of experimental data. This is in part due to the comparative difficulty of accurately measuring the x-ray yield provided by K-shell ionization for atoms with Z~less than 20. The chlorine and calcium data for example are "relative. " However, probably the most overwhelming reason for not performing experiments at higher energies is the "misconception" that the Born approximation is supposed to be valid at these energies. Whether the second Born term is indeed negligibly small in this region only the experiments will finally show but certainly none of the three approximations described here would lead one to believe that it is supposed to be. On the contrary, for sodium, Fig. 1 
